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The book is written for an undergraduate course on the transmission lines and
waveguides. It provides comprehensive coverage of four terminal networks, filters,
transmission lines and various types of waveguides. The book starts with explaining the
symmetrical and asymmetrical four terminal networks which form the basis of filters.
Then book provides the detailed discussion of various types of filters. The discussion of
composite filters and crystal filter is also included in the book. The book covers the
transmission line parameters in detail along with reflection on a line, reflection loss and
reflection factor. The chapter on transmission line at radio frequency includes
parameters of line at high frequency, standing waves, standing wave ratio, single stub
matching, double stub matching and Smith chart. The book covers the various aspects
of guided waves between parallel planes. It also provides the discussion of rectangular
and circular waveguides. At the end book incorporates the discussion of resonators.
Each chapter provides the detailed explanation of the topic, practical examples and
variety of solved problems. The explanations are given using very simple and lucid
language. All the chapters are arranged in a specific sequence which helps to build the
understanding of the subject in a logical fashion. The book explains the philosophy of
the subject which makes the understanding of the concepts very clear and makes the
subject more interesting.
Presents the equivalent-circuit parameters for a large number of microwave structures.
Stripline-Like Transmission Lines For Microwave Integrated Circuits Offers A Unique
Combination Of A Textbook And A Design Data Handbook. It Provides An Exhaustive
Coverage Of The Analysis, Design And Applications Of Stripline-Like Transmission
Lines. Starting From The Fundamental Principles, The Book Builds Up On Analytical
Techniques Towards The Solution Of Various Structures In A Lucid And Systematic
Manner So As To Be Of Direct Utility For Classroom Teaching. Both Quasi- Static And
Hybrid-Mode Analyses Are Included. A Unified Analytical Technique Is Developed
Which Is Then Applied To A Class Of Single Conductor, Edge-Coupled AndbroadsideCoupled Structures Using Isotropic/Anisotropic Substrates. The Same Technique Is
Extended To Analyse Rectangular Conductor Patches, Open-Circuit End Effects And
Gap Capacitances In These Structures. The Analyses Of Losses And Details Of Power
Handling Capability Are Also Presented. For R & D Engineers Involved In Mic Design,
The Book Offers Unified Formulas And Closed Form Expressions Which Are Readily
Programmable, Graphical Illustrations And Extensive Tables Of Data On Propagation
Parameters For A Wide Variety Of Practical Structures Using Commercially Available
Dielectric Substrates. The Book Concludes With A Chapter On Circuit Applications
Which Discusses The Constructional Features, Transitions To Coaxial Lines And
Waveguides, And Design Aspects Of A Member Of Mic Components--Couplers,
Hybrids, Baluns, Power Dividers, Filters, Pin Diode Switches, Attenuators And Phase
Shifters, And Mixers.
Electromagnetic Field Theory and Transmission Lines is an ideal textbook for a single
semester, first course on Electromagnetic Field Theory (EMFT) at the undergraduate
level. This book uses plain and simple English, diagrammatic representations and real
life examples to explain the fundamental concepts, notations, representation and
principles that govern the field of EMFT. The chapters cover every aspect of EMFT
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from electrostatics to advanced topics dealing with Electromagnetic Interference
(EMI)/Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC), EMC standards and design methods for
EMC. Careful and deta.
Transmission Line Theory Different types of transmission lines, Definition of
characteristic impedance, The transmission line as a cascade of T-Sections, Definition
of propagation constant.General solution of the transmission line, The two standard
forms for voltage and current of a line terminated by an impedance, Physical
significance of the equation and the infinite line, The two standard forms for the input
impedance of a transmission line terminated by an impedance, Meaning of reflection
coefficient, Wavelength and velocity of propagation.Waveform distortion, Distortionless
transmission line, The telephone cable, Inductance loading of telephone cables.Input
impedance of lossless lines, Reflection on a line not terminated by Z0, Transfer
impedance, Reflection factor and reflection loss, T and section equivalent to lines. The
Line at Radio Frequencies Standing waves and standing wave ratio on a line, One
eighth wave line, The quarter wave line and impedance matching, The half wave
line.The circle diagram for the dissipationless line, The Smith chart, Application of the
Smith chart, Conversion from impedance to reflection coefficient and vice-versa.
Impedance to admittance conversion and viceversa, Input impedance of a lossless line
terminated by an impedance, Single stub matching and double stub matching.Guided
Waves Waves between parallel planes of perfect conductors, Transverse electric and
transverse magnetic waves, Characteristics of TE and TM Waves, Transverse
electromagnetic waves, Velocities of propagation, Component uniform plane waves
between parallel planes, Attenuation of TE and TM waves in parallel plane guides,
Wave impedances.Rectangular Waveguides Transverse magnetic waves in rectangular
wave guides, Transverse electric waves in rectangular waveguides, Characteristic of
TE and TM waves, Cut-off wavelength and phase velocity, Impossibility of TEM waves
in waveguides, Dominant mode in rectangular waveguide, Attenuation of TE and TM
modes in rectangular waveguides, Wave impedances, Characteristic impedance,
Excitation of modes.Circular Wave Guides and Resonators Bessel functions, Solution
of field equations in cylindrical co-ordinates, TM and TE waves in circular guides, Wave
impedances and characteristic impedance, Dominant mode in circular waveguide,
Excitation of modes, Microwave cavities, Rectangular cavity resonators, Circular cavity
resonator, Semicircular cavity resonator, Q factor of a cavity resonator for TE101 mode.

Cylindrical arrays lie at the heart of the antenna systems of most major radio
communication systems, including broadcasting networks, cellular 'phone
systems and radar. In this book, the authors present practical theoretical
methods for determining current distributions, input admittances and field
patterns of a wide variety of cylindrical antennas, including the isolated antenna,
the two-element array, the circular array, curtain arrays, Yagi and log-periodic
arrays, planar arrays and three-dimensional arrays. Coverage includes analysis
of horizontal antennas over, on and in the earth and sea, large resonant arrays of
electrically short dipoles and a chapter on the theory and techniques of
experimental measurement. Written by three of the leading engineers in the field,
and based on world-class research carried out at Harvard over the last forty
years, Cylindrical Antennas and Arrays is destined to become established as the
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basic reference for practising engineers and advanced students for many years
to come.
A rigorous and straightforward treatment of analog, digital and optical
transmission lines, which avoids using complex mathematics.
One of us (FAB) published a book Problems in Electronics with Solutions in 1957
which became well established and ran to five editions, the last revised and
enlarged edition appearing in 1976. When the first edition was written it covered
almost the complete undergraduate electronics courses in engin eering at
universities. One book, at a price students can afford, can no longer cover an
undergraduate course in electronics. It has therefore been decided to produce a
book covering one important section of such a course using the experience
gained and a few problems from previous editions of Problems in Electronics with
Solutions. The book is based largely on problems collected by us over many
years and given to undergraduate electronic and electrical engineers. Its purpose
is to present the problems, together with a large number of their solutions, in the
hope that it will prove valuable to undergraduates and other teachers. It should
also be useful for Master's degree students in electronic and electrical
engineering and physics, research workers, engineers and scientists in industry
and as a reference source.
This book covers the principles of operation of electromagnetic waveguides and
transmission lines. The approach is divided between mathematical descriptions
of basic behaviors and treatment of specific types of waveguide structures.
Classical (distributed-network) transmission lines, their basic properties, their
connection to lumped-element networks, and the distortion of pulses are
discussed followed by a full field analysis of waveguide modes. Modes of specific
kinds of waveguides - traditional hollow metallic waveguides, dielectric (including
optical) waveguides, etc. are discussed. Problems of excitation and scattering of
waveguide modes are addressed, followed by discussion of real systems and
performance.
Up-to-date coverage of the analysis and applications of coplanarwaveguides to
microwave circuits and antennas The unique feature of coplanar waveguides, as
opposed to moreconventional waveguides, is their uniplanar construction, in
whichall of the conductors are aligned on the same side of thesubstrate. This
feature simplifies manufacturing and allows fasterand less expensive
characterization using on-wafer techniques. Coplanar Waveguide Circuits,
Components, and Systems isan engineer's complete resource, collecting all of
the availabledata on the subject. Rainee Simons thoroughly discusses
propagationparameters for conventional coplanar waveguides and
includesvaluable details such as the derivation of the fundamentalequations,
physical explanations, and numerical examples. Coverage also includes:
Discontinuities and circuit elements Transitions to other transmission media
Directional couplers, hybrids, and magic T Microelectromechanical systems
based switches and phaseshifters Tunable devices using ferroelectric materials
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Photonic bandgap structures Printed circuit antennas
This monograph deals with the theoretical aspects of the circuit modelling of highfrequency electromagnetic structures using the Lorentz reciprocity theorem. This is the
first book to cover the generalization from closed structures to open-boundary
waveguides and circuit structures. The author has developed a new way to represent a
general waveguide by transmission lines: and was awarded the Microwave Prize of the
IEEE for this work. The first part of the book discusses the construction of transmission
line models for waveguide structures. Then the incidence of external electromagnetic
waves on high-frequency structures is studied, and finally the concepts derived in the
earlier parts of the book are generalized to reciprocal and non-reciprocal anisotropic, biisotropic, and bianisotropic materials.
Provides a comprehensive discussion of planar transmission lines and their
applications, focusing on physical understanding, analytical approach, and circuit
models Planar transmission lines form the core of the modern high-frequency
communication, computer, and other related technology. This advanced text gives a
complete overview of the technology and acts as a comprehensive tool for radio
frequency (RF) engineers that reflects a linear discussion of the subject from
fundamentals to more complex arguments. Introduction to Modern Planar Transmission
Lines: Physical, Analytical, and Circuit Models Approach begins with a discussion of
waves on transmission lines and waves in material medium, including a large number
of illustrative examples from published results. After explaining the electrical properties
of dielectric media, the book moves on to the details of various transmission lines
including waveguide, microstrip line, co-planar waveguide, strip line, slot line, and
coupled transmission lines. A number of special and advanced topics are discussed in
later chapters, such as fabrication of planar transmission lines, static variational
methods for planar transmission lines, multilayer planar transmission lines, spectral
domain analysis, resonators, periodic lines and surfaces, and metamaterial realization
and circuit models. Emphasizes modeling using physical concepts, circuit-models,
closed-form expressions, and full derivation of a large number of expressions Explains
advanced mathematical treatment, such as the variation method, conformal mapping
method, and SDA Connects each section of the text with forward and backward crossreferencing to aid in personalized self-study Introduction to Modern Planar
Transmission Lines is an ideal book for senior undergraduate and graduate students of
the subject. It will also appeal to new researchers with the inter-disciplinary background,
as well as to engineers and professionals in industries utilizing RF/microwave
technologies.
Julian Schwinger was already the world’s leading nuclear theorist when he joined the
Radiation Laboratory at MIT in 1943, at the ripe age of 25. Just 2 years earlier he had
joined the faculty at Purdue, after a postdoc with
OppenheimerinBerkeley,andgraduatestudyatColumbia. Anearlysemester at Wisconsin
had con?rmed his penchant to work at night, so as not to have to interact with Breit and
Wigner there. He was to perfect his iconoclastic 1 habits in his more than 2 years at the
Rad Lab. Despite its deliberately misleading name, the Rad Lab was not involved in
nuclear physics, which was imagined then by the educated public as a esoteric science
without possible military application. Rather, the subject at hand was the perfection of
radar, the beaming and re?ection of microwaves which had already saved Britain from
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the German onslaught. Here was a technology which won the war, rather than one that
prematurely ended it, at a still incalculable cost. It was partly for that reason that
Schwinger joined this e?ort, rather than what might have appeared to be the more
natural project for his awesome talents, the development of nuclear weapons at Los
Alamos. He had got a bit of a taste of that at the “Metallurgical Laboratory” in Chicago,
and did not much like it. Perhaps more important for his decision to go to and stay at
MIT during the war was its less regimented and isolated environment.
The book widely discusses the principle and analyses involved in transmission lines in
general and wave guides in particular. The book begins with introduction to
Transmission line theory discussing various types of distortions, reflection, filters, and
continues with the transmission line at radio frequencies and related parameters.
Guided waves are discussed in different modes like TE, TM and TEM before ending up
with detailed explanations on different types of wave guides like rectangular, circular,
cylindrical, co-axial lines and components like cavity resonators. Features Lucid and
simple to understand. Elaborate explanation on the analysis supported with lot of
diagrams. Large number of problems to illustrate the theory. Special attention given to
problems using Smith Chart. Appendices on filters and Maxwell's equations. Contents
Transmission line theory Transmission line at radio frequencies Guided waves Wave
guides Theory of Filters m-derived filters Maxwell's Equations.
Covering a wide range of application areas, from wireless communications and
navigation, to sensors and radar, this practical resource offers you the first
comprehensive, multidisciplinary overview of radio engineering. You learn important
techniques to help you with the generation, control, detection and utilization of radio
waves, and find detailed guidance in radio link, amplifier, and antenna design. The book
approaches relevant problems from both electromagnetic theory based on
MaxwellOCOs equations and circuit theory based on KirchoffOCOs and OhmOCOs
laws, including brief introductions to each theory."

Transmission Lines and Wave Propagation, Fourth Edition helps readers develop
a thorough understanding of transmission line behavior, as well as their
advantages and limitations. Developments in research, programs, and concepts
since the first edition presented a demand for a version that reflected these
advances. Extensively revised, the fourth edition of this bestselling text does just
that, offering additional formulas and expanded discussions and references, in
addition to a chapter on coupled transmission lines. What Makes This Text So
Popular? The first part of the book explores distributed-circuit theory and
presents practical applications. Using observable behavior, such as travel time,
attenuation, distortion, and reflection from terminations, it analyzes signals and
energy traveling on transmission lines at finite velocities. The remainder of the
book reviews the principles of electromagnetic field theory, then applies
Maxwell's equations for time-varying electromagnetic fields to coaxial and parallel
conductor lines, as well as rectangular, circular, and elliptical cylindrical hollow
metallic waveguides, and fiber-optic cables. This progressive organization and
expanded coverage make this an invaluable reference. With its analysis of
coupled lines, it is perfect as a text for undergraduate courses, while graduate
students will appreciate it as an excellent source of extensive reference material.
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This Edition Includes: An overview of fiber optic cables emphasizing the principle
types, their propagating modes, and dispersion Discussion of the role of total
internal reflection at the core/cladding interface, and the specific application of
boundary conditions to a circularly symmetrical propagating mode A chapter on
coupled transmission lines, including coupled-line network analysis and basic
crosstalk study More information on pulse propagation on lines with skin-effect
losses A freeware program available online Solutions manual available with
qualifying course adoption
This Book Is Intended To Serve As A Textbook For A First Course In Microwave
Engineering Which, Today, Is Included In The Engineering Undergraduate
Curricula Of Almost All Universities And Institutions Of Higher Learning. This
Book Is An Outgrowth Of The Classroom Lectures That The Author Has Been
Giving At The Indian Institute Of Science, Bangalore, For Over Three Decades. It
Attempts To Discuss The Basic Microwave Techniques, Starting With
Transmission Lines. Throughout The Book, Emphasis Has Been Laid On
Physical Principles. This Book Would Be Equally Useful To Postgraduates,
Research Students And Practising R & D Engineers, For Self-Study And Also For
Reference To Acquire A Better Understanding Of The Fundamentals Of
Microwave Engineering.Complete Numerical/Analytical Solutions Of Some
Typical Problems, And Sets Of Exercises With Answers, Have Been Given At
The End Of Each Chapter. A Distinctive Feature Of This Book Is That All The
Drawings And Graphs/Curves Are Computer-Generated Using Data Of Some
Typical Practical Lines. Low Frequency Telephone And Telegraph Lines Have
Also Been Discussed To A Fairly Good Depth.
A one-stop reference to the design and analysis of nonplanarmicrostrip
structures. Owing to their conformal capability, nonplanar microstripantennas and
transmission lines have been intensely investigatedover the past decade. Yet
most of the accumulated research has beentoo scattered across the literature to
be useful to scientists andengineers working on these curved structures. Now,
antenna expert Kin-Lu Wong compiles and organizes thelatest research results
and other cutting-edge developments into anextensive survey of the
characteristics of microstrip antennasmounted on canonical nonplanar surfaces.
Demonstrating a variety oftheoretical techniques and deducing the general
characteristics ofnonplanar microstrip antennas from calculated results,
Wongthoroughly addresses the problems of cylindrical, spherical, andconical
structures and gives readers powerful design andoptimization tools. Up-to-date
topics range from specific applications of sphericaland conical microstrip arrays
to the curvature effects on theanalysis of cylindrical microstrip lines and coplanar
waveguides.With 256 illustrations and an exhaustive list of references,Design of
Nonplanar Microstrip Antennas and TransmissionLines is an indispensable guide
for antenna designers inwireless and personal communications and in radar
systems, and aninvaluable reference for researchers and students interested
inthis important technology.
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A textbook for an introductory graduate course in electromagnetic waveguides,
covering such types as low attenuation, dielectric, and the natural wave guides in
the ionosphere and in mine tunnels. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
Introduction: Electromagnetic waves. Waveguides as transmission lines.
Elements of network theory. General microwave circuit theorems. Waveguide
circuit elements. Resonant cavities as microwave circuit elements. Radial
transmission lines. Waveguide junctions with several arms. Mode
transformations. Dielectrics in waveguides. The symmetry of waveguide
junctions.
This book offers a thoroughly up-to-date understanding of artificial transmission lines, from
their fundamentals to their main RF and microwave applications. The following topics are
presented: fundamentals of transmission lines; artificial transmission lines based on periodic
and slow wave structures; artificial lines based on metamaterial concepts; reconfigurable,
tunable, and nonlinear transmission lines; magneto- and electro-inductive wave delay lines;
common mode suppressed balanced lines; wideband artificial transmission lines; and
substrate integrated waveguides.
Theory of Waveguides and Transmission LinesCRC Press
The definitive text on microwave ring circuits-now better than ever For the past three decades,
the ring resonator has been widely used in such applications as measurements, filters,
oscillators, mixers, couplers, power dividers/combiners, antennas, and frequency-selective
surfaces, to name just a few. The field has continued to expand, with many new analyses,
models, and applications recently reported. Microwave Ring Circuits and Related Structures
has long been the only text fully dedicated to the treatment of ring resonators. The second
edition has been thoroughly revised to reflect the most current developments in the field. In
addition to updating all the original material, the authors have added extensive new coverage
on: * A universal model for both rectangular and circular ring configurations * Applications of
ring structures for all types of planar circuits * A new transmission line analysis * An abundance
of new applications in bandpass and bandstop filters, couplers, oscillators, and antennas While
retaining all the features that made the original text so useful to both students and teachers in
the field, the second edition seeks to introduce the analysis and models of ring resonators and
to apply them to both the old and the new applications, including microstrip, slotline, coplanar
waveguide, and waveguide transmission lines. Based on dissertations and papers published
by graduate students, scholars, and research associates at A&M University, Microwave Ring
Circuits and Related Structures, Second Edition is sure to be a valuable addition to both
engineering classrooms and research libraries in the field.
The frequency domain behavior of lossless, uniform, dispersive coupled transmission line
systems and of lossless waveguides uniform in the direction of propagation but not necessarily
in the transverse direction are investigated. Some frequency domain properties of the
propagation constants of such systems implied by losslessness and uniformity are explored,
and ways of approximating waveguide propagation constants are developed. (Author).
An original advanced level reference appealing to both the microwave and antenna
communities An overview of the research activity devoted to the synthesis of transmission lines
by means of electrically small planar elements, highlighting the main microwave applications
and the potential for circuit miniaturization Showcases the research of top experts in the field
Presents innovative topics on synthesized transmission lines, which represent fundamental
elements in microwave and mm-wave integrated circuits, including on-chip integration Covers
topics that are related to the microwave community (transmission lines), and topics that are
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related to the antenna community (phased arrays), broadening the readership appeal
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